
	 																		 	

	

	 	 	

	
		
	

Alexander Lindsay 
The Anarchy of Paradise 

10 February – 31 March, 2017 
Previewing Thursday 9 February. 6-9pm 

	
	
Carter Lane Gallery is proud to present a new body of monumental landscape photography and video 
'paintings' by Alexander Lindsay, to be seen here for the first time in his upcoming exhibition: "The Anarchy 
of Paradise” from 10th February through to 31st March 2017. Previewing 9th February 6-9pm. 
 
Alexander Lindsay is a photographer, filmmaker, artist and explorer. His career started aged 23 documenting 
for 5 years war-torn Soviet occupied Afghanistan and subsequently both Gulf Wars within Iraq. He then 
focused solely on deep ocean imaging, personally entering and filming the wreckage of the Titanic. His films 
have received international awards, and have been broadcast on the BBC, Channel 4, National Geographic 
and the Discovery Channel.  
 
Lindsay now creates epic ultra high-resolution landscape photographs in extreme wilderness regions using a 
specially developed technique, printing his own works at large scale. Exhibited here are prints ranging from 
1.5 to 4 m wide. The photographs will take up entire walls in the gallery, whilst others are more intimately 
positioned. Appealing to a broad spectrum of collectors his limited edition works are breathtaking in 
domestic, corporate and public spaces. Lindsay’s photographs transcend boundaries. 
 
His work has been exhibited internationally, including at Rencontres in Arles, France (2014), and he has had 
major solo shows in Aspen, Colorado USA (2014) and at Kings Place Piano Nobile in London (2015). His 
prints are included in major private and corporate collections in the USA, UK and Europe. 
 
Currently planning expeditions in Alaska, the Namibian Desert and the Empty Quarter of the Arabian 
Peninsula, Alexander’s lifelong quest is to continually further our appreciation and comprehension of what is 
possible in photographic landscape art. 
 
Confounding expectations of what a photograph might be, his photographic works are very often called 
'paintings'. Lindsay's beautiful and poetic video 'paintings', also to be exhibited here for the first time, hone 
his eye on the rolling of time on our natural world. But whether confronted by an epic landscape of the 
American Midwest or the sublime unfolding of a peonies’ petals, his art bears witness to the exquisite 
complexity and indeed anarchy of our unique and magnificent planet. Our Paradise. 
 

“Whether it is travelling through the Atacaman and Patagonian wildernesses, the magnificent mountain 
ranges of the American Midwest or my homeland in Scotland. The search, for me, remains the same: to 
experience life placed slightly outside the edge of a circle that can be considered civilization’s sphere of 

contained 'control' : the Anarchy of Paradise. 
 

The gallery will be hosting private events for collectors and corporations throughout the duration of the 
exhibition. Please apply to: events@carterlanegallery for all enquiries. 	


